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50 awesome ideas for table topics 2018-07-02 awesome ideas to make your toastmaster meetings more fun what if there was a completely free completely awesome way to make
your toastmaster meetings more fun attract and convert guests and make your members talk about your meetings for weeks after in 50 awesome ideas for table topics self published
author teacher blogger and distinguished toastmaster wang yip shares 50 of his best ideas for table topics that will challenge you entertain you and get members and guests out of their
comfort zone you will learn things that you never learned before from members helping with networking you will learn interesting things about guests that will help you engage and
connect with them in different ways most importantly you will learn things about yourself in this book you will learn the best ideas drawn from improv icebreaker activities and funny and
hypothetical questions how each table topic will work and a step by step approach to facilitate table topics for maximum fun and laughter what to prepare and how to prepare the
audience for each table topic the exact prompts to use for each table topic idea why the table topic is awesome the next time you are a table topics master read an idea or two from this
book combine different ideas together or use the ideas and put your own twist on them you will have fun being table topics master your members will be challenged and entertained as
they try to come up with impromptu speeches and guests will be pleasantly surprised at how fun your club is a side benefit i ve noticed from having great table topics when guests join
they will think that having awesome table topics is the norm and as a result will raise your club standards and consequently the quality of your meetings take action today buy the book
download 50 awesome ideas for table topics and transform your toastmaster meetings for the better
Writing Lesson Level 3--Narrowing Ideas to Topics 2014-02-01 incorporate writing instruction in your classroom as an essential element of literacy development while implementing best
practices simplify the planning of writing instruction and become familiar with the common core state standards of writing
Advances in Information and Communication 2020-02-24 this book presents high quality research on the concepts and developments in the field of information and communication
technologies and their applications it features 134 rigorously selected papers including 10 poster papers from the future of information and communication conference 2020 ficc 2020
held in san francisco usa from march 5 to 6 2020 addressing state of the art intelligent methods and techniques for solving real world problems along with a vision of future research
discussing various aspects of communication data science ambient intelligence networking computing security and internet of things the book offers researchers scientists industrial
engineers and students valuable insights into the current research and next generation information science and communication technologies
Linking K-2 Literacy and the Common Core 2014-06-01 the skills and strategies students practice to become proficient writers also nudge them closer to becoming proficient
readers so how can k 2 teachers connect reading and writing instruction in meaningful ways that allow students to go deeper in their thinking this revised second edition provides tips
tools and mini lessons for integrating reading writing and speaking and listening each operational print awareness craft and foundational writing mini lesson identifies the connecting
point to reading and speaking and listening with target skills that can and should be revisited and reinforced during your reading block and any content area by design these books are
not printable from a reading device to request a pdf of the reproducible pages please contact customer service at 1 888 262 6135
Inquiry-Based Learning for Science, Technology, Engineering, and Math (STEM) Programs 2015-10-20 this volume covers the many issues and concepts of how ibl can be
applied to stem programs and serves as a conceptual and practical resource and guide for educators and offers practical examples of ibl in action and diverse strategies on how to
implement ibl in different contexts
Mastering Academic Writing 2018-12-03 focusing on research related assignments this book helps you navigate the potential pitfalls of academic writing through the experience of
students who face the same challenges you do packed with hands on exercises and insightful feedback this workbook gives you the practice you need to fine tune your academic writing
using their years of experience coaching students the authors help you to develop and hone arguments organise and interpret source material write effective research proposals follow
academic conventions with confidence complete collaborative writing projects perfect for anyone transitioning from undergraduate to postgraduate degrees mastering academic writing
provides the skills tips and tricks you need to move beyond the basics of academic writing and meet the new expectations of further study the student success series are essential
guides for students of all levels from how to think critically and write great essays to planning your dream career the student success series helps you study smarter and get the best
from your time at university visit the sage study skills hub for tips and resources for study success
Transactions of the Michigan State Teachers Association 1877 this book can provide an excellent framework for bolstering what is often an experiential process doing a literature
review it is best seen alongside the supervisor as a guide through the multidimensional sea of academic literature british educational research journal reviewing the literature for a
research project can seem a daunting even overwhelming task new researchers in particular wonder where do i start what do i do how do i do it this text offers students across the social
sciences and humanities a practical and comprehensive guide to writing a literature review chris hart offers invaluable advice on how to search out existing knowledge on a topic
analyse arguments and ideas map ideas arguments and perspectives produce a literature review and construct a case for investigating a topic doing a literature review contains
examples of how to cite references structure a research proposal and present a master s thesis it is published as a set book for the open university postgraduate foundation module
d820 the challenge of the social sciences i have been waiting for this book for five years it sets out a number of important dimensions involved in the process of literature review and by
clear signposting diagrams and examples will help the student to carry out her or his review more systematically learning how to carry out a literature review has always entailed the
experiential while this is a the best way of learning it is only so providing that learning actually takes place during the experience or by reflection afterwards this book makes explicit
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those dimensions which could remain implicit or even missed by the student as they wade through all those books papers articles and print outs kevin maguire nottingham trent
university sage study skills are essential study guides for students of all levels from how to write great essays and succeeding at university to writing your undergraduate dissertation
and doing postgraduate research sage study skills help you get the best from your time at university visit the sage study skills hub for tips resources and videos on study success
Doing a Literature Review 1998-11-06 the bestselling guide fully revised and updated offering practical information and tips to help every child with adhd succeed the add adhd
checklist helps parents and teachers to better understand children and teenagers with attention problems and provide the kind of support and intervention that is crucial to kids success
presented in a concise easy to read checklist format the book is packed with practical advice and information on a wide range of topics including what we do and don t know about adhd
probable causes critical elements for school success the most commonly prescribed medications what children with adhd need at home effective behavioral strategies how to help kids
stay organized and advocating for an adhd child
Report of the Superintendent of Public Instruction of the State of Michigan for the Biennium ... 1889 the key question this book addresses is how to identify and create optimal conditions
for the kind of learning and development that is especially important for effectively functioning in the 21st century taking a new approach to this long debated issue it looks at how a
design research based science of learning with its practical models and related design research can provide insights and integrated models of how human beings actually function and
grow in the social dynamics of educational settings with all their affordances and constraints more specifically how can specific domains or subject matters be taught for broad
intellectual development how can technology be integrated in enhancing human functioning how can the social organization of classroom learning be optimized to create social norms
for promoting deep intellectual engagement and personal growth part i is concerned with broad conceptual and technical issues regarding cultivating intellectual potential with a focus
on how design research might fill in an important a niche in addressing these issues part ii presents specific design work in terms of design principles models and prototypes
Annual Report of the Superintendent of Public Instruction of the State of Michigan 1889 written specifically for business students this best selling jargon free textbook
highlights each stage of the research process guiding the reader through actionable steps and explicitly setting out how best to meet a supervisor s expectations easy to navigate and
full of practical advice it shows you how to choose a topic and write a proposal with easy to follow tips and detailed screenshots and diagrams key student features include you re the
supervisor sections helps students to meet learning objectives common questions and answers real world advice on how to tackle common challenges examples from different types of
international businesses detailed guidance on software packages such as spss student case studies annotated further reading accompanied by a fully integrated companion website
designed to support learning free to access it includes author podcasts guides to online tools links to downloadable journal articles examples of completed projects powerpoint slides and
students multiple choice questions to test progress available on publication uk sagepub com jonathanwilson2e a must have title for all business and management students this is the
ideal companion for achieving success in your research project lecturers instructors request a free digital inspection copy here
The ADD / ADHD Checklist 2008-07-14 count the number of times you ve said no to an idea whether you inadvertently put out a spark of brilliance or nixed a nonstarter your response
took away someone else s opportunity to feel heard and that s an innovation killer no one knows this truth better than improv expert karen hough go with it embrace the unexpected to
drive change brings you hough s discoveries from the front lines of innovation she has seen how business innovators deal with dichotomy by preparing playing and thinking upside down
improv troupes succeed on stage because they apply the yes and principle whatever the first person says the next person affirms and adds to it but this practice isn t limited to onstage
brilliance corporate teams caught up in old patterns of thought and action can learn to improvise and innovate too pharmaceutical scientists who know how to improvise can accelerate
their fuzzy front end work on new drugs technologists who are masters of going with it know how to successfully bring their breakthroughs to market executives who use improv
techniques get their teams working and innovating together their stories fill this book and they emphasize that it s the process of listening agreeing and discussing an idea that s
monumentally important hough shows you that anyone can learn to be more creative and innovative it just takes flexibility humor and focus that s improv
Design Research on Learning and Thinking in Educational Settings 2012-04-23 would you like to understand more mathematics many people would perhaps at school you liked
mathematics for a while but were then put off because you missed a key idea and kept getting stuck perhaps you always liked mathematics but gave it up because your main interest
was music or languages or science or philosophy or perhaps you studied mathematics to advanced levels but have now forgotten most of what you once knew whichever is the case this
book is for you it aims to build on what you know revisiting basic ideas with a focus on meaning each chapter starts with an idea from school mathematics often primary school
mathematics and gradually builds up a network of links to more advanced material it explores fundamental ideas in depth using insights from research in mathematics education and
psychology to explain why people often get confused and how to overcome that confusion for nervous readers it will build confidence by clarifying basic ideas for more experienced
readers it will highlight new connections to more advanced material throughout the book explains how mathematicians think and how ordinary people can understand and enjoy
mathematical ideas and arguments if you would like to be better informed about the intrinsic elegance of mathematics this engaging guide is the place to start
Essentials of Business Research 2014-01-20 henry o pollak chairman of the international program committee bell laboratories murray hill new jersey usa the fourth international
congress on mathematics education was held in berkeley california usa august 10 16 1980 previous congresses were held in lyons in 1969 exeter in 1972 and karlsruhe in 1976
attendance at berkeley was about 1800 full and 500 associate members from about 90 countries at least half of these come from outside of north america about 450 persons
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participated in the program either as speakers or as presiders approximately 40 percent of these came from the u s or canada there were four plenary addresses they were delivered by
hans freudenthal on major problems of mathematics education hermina sinclair on the relationship between the learning of language and of mathematics seymour papert on the
computer as carrier of mathematical culture and hua loo keng on popularising and applying mathematical methods gearge polya was the honorary president of the congress illness
prevented his planned attendence but he sent a brief presentation entitled mathematics improves the mind there was a full program of speakers panelists debates miniconferences and
meetings of working and study groups in addition 18 major projects from around the world were invited to make presentations and various groups representing special areas of concern
had the opportunity to meet and to plan their future activities
Go With It 2017-10-01 common core paradigmatic shifts is a timely and protean educator resource and reference designed to be of immediate use in the classroom and in professional
learning communities in addition this book also provides a looking glass allowing educators to peer briefly back in history to ascertain the origin of standards as they came to be in the
united states educational system and as they earnestly impacted english language arts common core paradigmatic shifts identifies and provides curricular approaches speaking to
teachers concerns regarding content preparedness in addition this book includes teacher narratives from around the country describing their approaches and strategies with the
common core initiative and its impact on their students as well as those who do not use the core essentially common core paradigmatic shifts will spark further proactive engaged and
reconstructive conversation among teachers regarding both students and themselves ignited by the advent of the core their conversation today is about just how do they use standards
to create vibrant engaged immersive and relevant instruction that lives beyond the traditional walls of the classroom common core paradigmatic shifts will prove to be a go to resource
that provides useful information and instructional approaches beyond common core
Mathematics Rebooted 2017-09-29 inventions inventors and you is a comprehensive unit that will not only acquaint students with significant inventions and inventors but will also give
them techniques for being more creative inventions inventors and you takes invention out of the history books and brings it to life this combination of research and creativity training
allows students to explore how our lives have been affected by inventions while they build their own creative skills inventions inventors and you offers something for every teaching and
learning style the teacher s section gives outlines for directed lessons warm up ideas and guidelines for learning centers and bulletin boards as well as pretest and invention reference
lists the student section includes reproducible worksheets that explore inventions inventors the inventive process and 27 project ideas these activities take your class through the entire
inventive process with many opportunities for side trips use for a unit on creative thinking or on the history and social impact of inventions or to enhance the study of famous inventors
from a youngster s playful attempts to use objects in new ways to the adult s efforts to solve everyday problems we see the inventive mind analyzing at all times if you re planning an
invention convention put this book on your must have list grades 3 7
Proceedings of the Fourth International Congress on Mathematical Education 2012-12-06 shows students how to synthesize literature using both qualitative and quantitative
approaches all major steps are profusely illustrated with examples your students will learn both the art and science of writing effective literature reviews new to this edition in order to
place more emphasis on the process of writing the material relevant to preparing the first draft has been expanded into five new chapters chapter 7 preparing a topic outline for the first
draft chapter 8 writing the first draft basic principles chapter 9 writing the first draft optional techniques chapter 10 writing the first draft statistical issues in qualitative reviews and
chapter 11 building tables to summarize literature also new new examples have been incorporated throughout the book in order to keep it up to date
Common Core 2015-02-27 what do you say when more than ever before students are coming to school with social emotional and behavioral issues that could have a negative impact on
their learning what s more the pressure on teachers for their students to perform well on high stakes testing can take the focus away from addressing behavioral issues luckily there s a
practical solution for managing behavior in the classroom get to know the calm method an actionable clear and easy to remember framework for redirecting student behavior calm
stands for communication accountability leadership and motivation it is an inclusive approach to behavior focused on building relationships community behavior skills and academic
achievement the calm framework provides teachers with successful behavior strategies that will create a comfortable safe respectful and encouraging learning environment for students
and teachers alike whether you re new to teaching working with at risk students or you ve been working in the profession for years but want a fresh approach this book will provide you
with strategies to inspire a calm classroom positive ways to redirect inappropriate behavior practical scripts to answer the question what do i say when happens step by step guides
checklists and templates for ensuring a productive engaging classroom community developing classroom management skills and techniques that work can be extremely challenging but
it doesn t have to be keep calm with proactive strategies for creating a culture of respect accountability and a strong sense of community
Inventions, Inventors, & You 2021-09-03 criminal justice and criminology research methods third edition is an accessible and engaging text that offers balanced coverage of a full range
of contemporary research methods filled with gritty criminal justice and criminology examples including policing corrections evaluation research forensics feminist studies juvenile
justice crime theory and criminal justice theory this new edition demonstrates how research is relevant to the field and what tools are needed to actually conduct that research kraska
brent and neuman write in a pedagogically friendly style yet without sacrificing rigor offering balanced coverage of qualitative quantitative and mixed methods with its exploration of the
thinking behind science and its cutting edge content the text goes beyond the nuts and bolts to teach students how to competently critique as well as create research based knowledge
this book is suitable for undergraduate and early graduate students in us and global criminology criminal justice and justice studies programs as well as for senior scholars concerned
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with incorporating the latest mixed methods approaches into their research
Preparing Literature Reviews 2008 this title was first published in 2001 the new edition of science foundations provides comprehensive coverage of single and double award gcse
science it is fully revised and updated to match the new gcse specifications for teaching from september 2001 it contains all the material required for the foundation and higher tiers
with clear progression and explicit differentiation higher tier only material is clearly marked in separate spreads the language level is carefully controlled with illustrations and layout
specifically designed to make the concepts accessible there are frequent opportunities for students to confirm their understanding of each key idea as it is introduced via short questions
and summary passages on each spread the books include guidance for students on how to prepare for and answer their gcse examinations and a glossary of key words for ease of
reference
Keep CALM and Teach 2018-08-29 this book will provide you with a clear and accessible guide to the process of conducting a literature review giving you the skills confidence and
knowledge required to produce your own successful review drawing on their wealth of teaching experience the authors outline best practice in choosing your topic effective search
strategies taking notes organising your material accurate referencing managing the process of writing your literature review enhancing evidence based practice trying to complete a
literature review research project or dissertation as part of your social work degree this book will prove the perfect companion robin kiteley is lecturer at the university of huddersfield
chris stogdon is a social work educator and practitioner
Criminal Justice and Criminology Research Methods 2020-12-30 write on write with students in grades 5 and up using writing fundamentals for the middle school classroom this 128
page book helps students learn how to express themselves through writing it provides open ended lessons of personal writing descriptive writing short stories poetry and reports this
excellent classroom supplement also includes chapters arranged in order of increasing difficulty and activities that allow students to choose their own writing topics it supports ncte and
ira standards
Science Foundations: Physics 2019-01-15 questions and questioning are key skills in successful learning the original q tasks was instrumental in showing teachers how to give
students the tools they need to develop their own questions and build critical thinking and inquiry skills this new totally revised edition continues to nurture and advance these crucial
skills and also offers q task extensions that introduce digital components that facilitate collaboration and are designed to appeal to tech savvy students more than 100 practical flexible
exercises in this remarkable book provide a smorgasbord of choices for teachers to use to help students formulate good questions in an information rich environment they put the
students at the centre of their own learning as they build the library and research skills that are essential to our information age teachers will find innovative ways to help students go
beyond memorization and rote learning of facts to focus on personal understanding and true ownership of the learning experience
Literature Reviews in Social Work 2013-11-01 exploring options is designed to help student writers develop their knowledge and use of academic language to meet the demands of
college and university level writing assignments it draws on the research identifying lexical and grammatical patterns across academic contexts and provides authentic reading contexts
for structured vocabulary learning recognizing that vocabulary choices in writing often require consideration of grammatical structure exploring options focuses on specific kinds of
lexico grammatical decisions that is the ones involving the interaction between vocabulary and grammar that students face in shaping connecting and restructuring their ideas the book
helps writers learn how to effectively use resources such as learner dictionaries thesauruses and concordancers to improve academic word knowledge following a unit on using
resources for vocabulary development the contents are divided into three parts showing relationships within sentences connecting and focusing across sentences and qualifying
statements and reporting research part 1 focuses on verbs and modifiers that express increases and decreases verbs and abstract nouns that describe change connectors and verbs
describing causal relationships and parallel structures part 2 explores the words that help connect ideas and add cohesion part 3 discusses how to express degrees of certainty and
accuracy and the use of reporting verbs
Writing, Grades 5 - 8 2010-08-06 this practical book shows elementary school teachers how to differentiate instruction based on their students situational and personal interests it
provides a large number of detailed and easy to use lesson plans to help you create choices to increase student engagement and learning also included is a set of blackline masters
which you can duplicate and use in your classroom
Q Tasks, 2nd Edition 2014-10-01 this study of american intellectual histories sketches their development from colonial chronicles to today s professional scholarship it concentrates
upon the writings of a dozen or more major historians between the late 1800 s and the middle 1900 s who have contributed to the study of the history of ideas in america including
moses coit tyler edward eggleston charles beard carl becker vernon farrington merle curti perry miller and ralph gabriel the various histories are analyzed partly from the perspective of
a developing scholarly discipline and partly from the perspective of the climate of opinion in which the histories were written the methods employed by the historians in studying ideas
as well as the substantive interpretations expressed in the histories are analyzed in relation to the world views or ideological positions of the historians themselves originally published in
1966 the princeton legacy library uses the latest print on demand technology to again make available previously out of print books from the distinguished backlist of princeton university
press these editions preserve the original texts of these important books while presenting them in durable paperback and hardcover editions the goal of the princeton legacy library is to
vastly increase access to the rich scholarly heritage found in the thousands of books published by princeton university press since its founding in 1905
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Exploring Options in Academic Writing 2016-01-04 the cambridge checkpoint english suite provides a comprehensive structured resource which covers the secondary 1 framework
for english and seamlessly progresses into the next key stage covered by our cambridge igcse first language english series a lively colourful coursebook for stage 9 which includes
activities to develop reading and writing skills with integrated speaking and listening tasks it contains 12 themed units with a full range of stimulus materials including a balance of
fiction and non fiction from around the world
Differentiating by Student Interest 2013-11-20 the sage guide to writing in policing report writing essentials equips students with transferable writing skills that can be applied
across the field of policing both academically and professionally authors steven hougland and jennifer m allen interweave professional and applied writing academic writing and
information literacy with the result being a stronger more confident report writer students are also exposed to a number of best practices for various elements of report writing such as
the face page incident reports supplemental reports investigative reports and traffic reports as well as search warrants and affidavits
American Intellectual Histories and Historians 2015-03-08 in an era of big data and data analytics how can managers make decisions based on almost unlimited information not to
mention hiring and retaining individuals with the required data analytics skills the new fourth edition of essentials of business research methods explains research methods and
analytical techniques for individuals who aren t data scientists the authors offer a straightforward hands on approach to the vital managerial process of gathering and using data to
make relevant and timely business decisions they include critical topics such as the increasing role of online research ethical issues privacy matters data analytics customer relationship
management how to conduct information gathering activities more effectively in a rapidly changing business environment and more this is also the only text that includes a chapter on
qualitative data analysis and the coverage of quantitative data analysis is more extensive as well as much easier to understand than in other texts a realistic continuing case used
throughout the book applied research examples and ethical dilemma mini cases enable upper level undergraduate and postgraduate students to see how business research information
is used in the real world this comprehensive textbook is supported by a range of online resources including instructors manuals powerpoint slides and test banks
Cambridge Checkpoint English Coursebook 9 2014-05-22 the routledge handbook of translation and politics presents the first comprehensive state of the art overview of the multiple
ways in which politics and translation interact divided into four sections with thirty three chapters written by a roster of international scholars this handbook covers the translation of
political ideas the effects of political structures on translation and interpreting the politics of translation and an array of case studies that range from the classical mediterranean to
contemporary china considering established topics such as censorship gender translation under fascism translators and interpreters at war as well as emerging topics such as translation
and development the politics of localization translation and interpreting in democratic movements and the politics of translating popular music the handbook offers a global and
interdisciplinary introduction to the intersections between translation and interpreting studies and politics with a substantial introduction and extensive bibliographies this handbook is
an indispensable resource for students and researchers of translation theory politics and related areas
Association Management 1980 a sourcebook of exercises games scenarios and role plays this practical user friendly guide provides a complete and valuable resource for research
methods tutors teachers and lecturers developed to complement and enhance existing course materials the 100 ready to use activities encourage innovative and engaging classroom
practice in seven areas finding and using sources of information planning a research project conducting research using and analyzing data disseminating results acting ethically
developing deeper research skills each of the activities is divided into a section on tutor notes and student handouts tutor notes contain clear guidance about the purpose level and type
of activity along with a range of discussion notes that signpost key issues and research insights important terms related activities and further reading suggestions are also included not
only does the a4 format make the student handouts easy to photocopy they are also available to download and print directly from the book s companion website for easy distribution in
class
Coffee Chat on Improving the Quality of Our Life Experiences 2019-12-02 are you interested in making writing one of your primary sources of income if you have decent writing skills and
willing to do research writing a non fiction ebook for kindle might be the thing for you the biggest obstacle for many aspiring writers is coming up with a great topic for their non fiction
book luckily the internet is one of the best and fastest resources available to everyone there are a lot of websites out there that can help you narrow down your search in this book you ll
learn lots of information on how to come up with potential topics for your book of course these aren t just ordinary topics but topics that sell and make money you ll also learn the
various tools you can use online to help you on your way start making your dream of becoming of a non fiction writer come true by starting with a best selling topic idea for your book
read this and enjoy
The SAGE Guide to Writing in Policing 2019-11-05 a teacher s guide to using the common core state standards with gifted and advanced learners in the english language arts provides
teachers and administrators a blueprint for differentiating the common core state standards for english language arts for gifted and advanced students through the use of acceleration
depth complexity and creativity within and across grade levels it illustrates the differences between learning experiences for typical and advanced students based on the same standard
and provides an array of examples across five of the information text and literary text standards while integrating the other aspects of language arts teaching and learning the book
highlights implementation features such as classroom management and assessment of student work that allow teachers to make data based decisions about instruction for particular
students it also offers guidance to teachers on reading selections for advanced learners at all grade levels
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Essentials of Business Research Methods 2018-04-19 the general public often views early childhood education as either simply babysitting or as preparation for later learning of course
both viewpoints are simplistic deep understanding of child development best educational practices based on development emergent curriculum cultural competence and applications of
family systems are necessary for high quality early education highly effective early childhood education is rare in that it requires collaboration and transitions among a variety of
systems for children from birth through eight years of age the sage encyclopedia of contemporary early childhood education presents in three comprehensive volumes advanced
research accurate practical applications of research historical foundations and key facts from the field of contemporary early childhood education through approximately 425 entries this
work includes all areas of child development physical cognitive language social emotional aesthetic as well as comprehensive review of best educational practices with young children
effective preparation for early childhood professionals and policy making practices and addresses such questions as how is the field of early childhood education defined what are the
roots of this field of study how is the history of early childhood education similar to yet different from the study of public education what are the major influences on understandings of
best practices in early childhood education
The Routledge Handbook of Translation and Politics 2016-08-08 state adopted textbook 2001 2007 grade 7
100 Activities for Teaching Research Methods 1989
Panoramas 2017-08-03
How to Find Topic Ideas for Your Non-Fiction Book 2021-09-23
A Teacher's Guide to Using the Common Core State Standards With Gifted and Advanced Learners in the English/Language Arts 2016-03-15
The SAGE Encyclopedia of Contemporary Early Childhood Education 2001
Glencoe Writer's Choice
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